Richard Smith
In the past few years the Australian government has "got science'-in the way that some people get religion. Research has ceased to be seen as a drain on the public purse and is now viewed as the engine of the future economy. Fear of being shut out of foreign markets and recognition of the vulnerability of depending so much on agricultural products and natural resources gave rise to the "clever Australia" policy that was pushed by the Labor party in its election campaign in early 1990 (fig 1) . Australia will compete on brains, not muscle and niinerals. These ideas together with sophisticated campaigning by scientists (see first two boxes) have led to science being given more prominence.
Health research has not been at the centre of the debate because it has done better than other sectors. While Commonwealth funding of research in sectors other than health was stable or even fell in real terms during the '80s the funding ofhealth research increased (fig 2) .' This is a tribute to the "medical mafia" fighting their corner (usually by personal contact) and to the Australian Society for Medical Research, a "young turks" organisation that has campaigned tirelessly and effectively for medical research (see second box).
In November I visited Australia to look at the organisation and funding ofmedical research in general and at the unique Australian institutes in particular. I FASTS has also made great use of the media: last year it put out some 50 press releases, only two of which failed to make a story. "And," says Dr Widdup, "one story is enough, for the cutting service will make sure it's on the minister's desk." Another factor in the federation's success was that it understood the sophisticated electioneering used by the Labor party, which has governed Australia for many years. It has identified opinion formers at a very local level, and these people are targeted with information from the party. FASTS threatened in the last election to use its grassroots organisation-which includes, for instance, science and mathematics teachers all over Australia-to create new local opinion formers, throwing the party's "marketing" into chaos.
Other science pressure groups around the world should look closely at how FASTS has worked because it has been more successful than many. The science minister has acknowledged how the federation turned round the government's view on science, and two independent polls have shown that between 80% and 90% of Australians favour more investment in scientific research. The society also engages in more behind the scenes political action. Members within each state make it their business to court key ministers, and every year some of the national office holders make a pilgrimage to Canberra and meet the ministers of health, science, education, and higher education. The public affairs committee of the society (its political wing) is one of the areas where those over 40 help, and the campaigning strategy is different from that of the Federation of Australian Scientific and Technological Societies. The medical researchers operate in a more low key but no less effective manner: thus they will "send a Greek researcher to talk to a Greek minister or MP" and they will concentrate on the human benefits of medical research. Who can refuse to fund research that might cure childhood leukaemia or reduce deaths from heart disease?
and made a firm commitment to its importance. They said:
The recognition that science and technology play a central role in achieving national objectives is fundamental. It is from this recognition that the attention given by government flows. At its most general this involves acknowledging that economic and social development in the modern world is dominated by science and technology and its approach to problems, and no government can do other than to give it a central place.
After making this conumitment the ministers announced a four part strategy for science and technology (table) (fig 3) .' The government Engineering wants to achieve the position where 2% of its gross Chemical domestic product is spent on research, which means that industry needs to more than double its expenditure. One important part of the government's science strategy is the $SA l00m a year it eventually wants to 14 1986 be spending on cooperative research programmes in of research in which researchers must link up with "end users" to achieve industrial, health, or environmental ends BMJ VOLUME 302 6 APRIL 1991 The most direct result of the Australian government "getting science" has been the setting up of the cooperative research centres programme, which will be built up until it has funds of $AlOOm a year by 1994-5. Australian industry has a poor record in research and development, and the central aim of the programme is to link public and private research. It will build on existing research strengths, achieve some concentration of research, and stimulate education and training. The government is keen that the programme should lead to new research and not just be another source of funds for existing research.
Some 100 applications were received from combinations of research institutions and "end users" of research, among them various groups doing medical research, and about 15 are to be funded in the first year.
plan mooted in Britain in the past week). This move has horrified some of the older universities, and they resent too the direction of university affairs and the squeezing ofresources that has come from the Minister for Employment, Education, and Training, John Dawkins. Most of the researchers I met in Australia were worried about the state of the universities. Figure 4 shows where the money goes,2 and figure 5 shows the present organisation of science and technology in Australia. Points to note are that the Prime Minister is taking direct responsibility for science; research funds flow down through a great many departments; and, compared with in Britain, defence research is unimportant and agricultural research is more important. The crucial feature in relation to health is that the National Health and Medical Research Council is linked with the Department of Health and Community Services rather than with the Department of Employment, Education, and Training, as is the Australian Research Council, the body that funds non-health research.
Conclusions
The language that the Australian government speaks when talking of science comes from scientists. Australian scientists after a hard struggle have got their message through to the government by a combination of professionalism, sophistication, and persistence. One factor that has been particularly important has been the economic argument. British scientists could learn a lot from the Australians. This is the first of four articles.
